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Background

Interprofessional collaboration (IPC) encourages integration of healthcare services and has shown positive impact on professional practice, quality of care and health outcomes.\(^1,^2,^3\) IPC between optometry and ophthalmology is well-established; however, collaboration between optometry and other health professions is not standard practice.\(^4,^5\) With both the aging population and the chronic disease population increasing, the risk of vision loss also increases. The most common causes of vision loss are diabetic retinopathy, macular degeneration, glaucoma and cataracts. These causes are often co-morbid with common chronic diseases such as diabetes, hypertension and cardiovascular disease.\(^6,^7,^8\) An integrated model of primary care optometry in IPC teams with health professions such as family medicine, nursing, pharmacy and social work, may reduce health threats to older individuals and augment chronic disease management.\(^6,^9,^10\)

D’Amour and colleagues have described interprofessional teams as groups of professionals that work collaboratively to enhance patient-centered care.\(^11\) This organization of different health professionals aims to better meet population needs and provide improved service integration and coordination. In order to effectively develop collaborative skills, health professionals need to work outside the scope of their own professional identity and learn about the expertise and values of other health disciplines.\(^11,^12\) While many health professions have adopted the IPC model, Canadian optometry has not readily engaged in this type of practice.\(^13\)

The literature suggests IPC is fostered by improved interprofessional education (IPE).\(^14\) To date, IPE has been established as a mandatory component in health professional programs such as medicine, nursing, social work, pharmacy and dietitian/nutrition but is not so in the optometry curriculum.\(^14\) It is thought that if learners are trained to be competent as a member of an interprofessional team, more collaborative practice opportunities will arise, increasing the opportunities for learning and teaching.\(^14,^15\) The hope is that introducing IPE to optometry learners will yield the same results.

To explore the potential of IPC in Canadian optometry, the University of Waterloo School of Optometry and Vision Science along with the Centre for Family Medicine (CFFM) in Kitchener, Ontario, Canada, developed an IPE teaching methodology to educate healthcare providers and optometry learners on the potential role optometry can play within interprofessional health care. The purpose of this study was to evaluate interprofessional collaboration and education in optometry learners and explore the benefit to patient care when optometry is
integrated into a family health team (FHT) focused on diabetes managed care.

Methods

Ninety fourth-year optometry learners were offered a voluntary one day in total placement with the CFFM FHT’s Diabetes Clinic between January 2011 and June 2012. Only 50 placements were available and participation was determined on a first-come, first-served basis. The Diabetes Clinic included physicians, physician assistants, dietitians, pharmacists, nurses and learners from each represented health profession. Optometry’s role was to educate patients with diabetes on the importance of annual eye examinations, to review the date of their last eye examination, and to provide input on patient management where appropriate. Prior to the on-site placement, all learners attended a two-hour IPC lecture that focused on optometry’s role within an IPC diabetes team and highlighted multidisciplinary knowledge exchange between optometry, pharmacy, nutrition and family medicine. Immediately following the lecture, an opinion questionnaire was given to the students to complete.

The questionnaire was derived from established studies on IPC, and questions were adjusted to be specific to final-year optometry learners. The focus of the questionnaire was on three areas: 1) the optometry learners’ understanding of IPC (knowledge), 2) the perceived need for collaboration between optometry and other health professionals (attitude), and 3) the competency and ability of optometrists to practice in interprofessional teams (skills). The questions were self-reflective, and the respondents were asked to rate how they agreed with each statement on a seven-level Likert response scale (Appendix A). Likert responses with values of 1 (strongly disagree) to 3 were recorded as negative responses; responses with values of 5 to 7 (strongly agree) were recorded as positive responses; and responses of 4 were recorded as neutral.

Following the IPC Diabetes Clinic, a post-IPC online survey (Appendix B) was offered to the 50 optometry learners as well as the 15 health professionals and interprofessional learners to evaluate the intensity of collaboration between optometry and the interprofessional team in the Diabetes Clinic. The survey was adapted from D’Amour’s “A model and typology of collaboration between professional healthcare organizations.”

Ethics approval for this study was received from the University of Waterloo Research Ethics Board. The participants were given a cover letter outlining the study, and informed consent was assumed if the participants chose to fill out the questionnaire.

Results

A total of 81 fourth-year optometry learners filled out the opinion questionnaire based on the knowledge, attitude and skill of an IPC approach to patient care. This was done prior to participating in the IPC Diabetes Clinic. Twelve optometry learners and seven members of the
IPC (Diabetes) FHT completed the same post-IPC survey to assess the intensity of the collaboration between the two groups.

**Prior to IPC exposure: knowledge**

To evaluate optometry learners’ knowledge of IPC we divided this section into IPC in health care (Figure 1) and self-assessment of how to utilize IPC in clinical practice (Figure 2).

**Figure 1** illustrates the optometry learners’ primary understanding of IPC in health care. When asked, the majority of learners felt there was an existing patient need for health professionals to practice IPC (93%; Q1), and a better understanding of IPC was needed (98%; Q2). Learners also agreed collaborative practice was an important component in improving the quality of patient care (91%; Q19) and that IPC was the standard for patient care (90%; Q3).

**Figure 2** depicts the learners’ understanding of the utilization of IPC in clinical practice. The majority (>90%) of optometry learners believed the greatest benefit of IPC was enhanced patient care (93%; Q16) and the collaborative development of ideas and management plans by a team of healthcare professionals (94%; Q15). However, only half of the learners were clear about which patients (52%; Q26) and which patient care situations (46%; Q28) would benefit from an IPC team, and only slightly more than a third felt they understood the process of coordinating IPC in clinical practice (37%; Q31).

**Prior to IPC exposure: attitude**

Responses involving the learners’ attitudes toward their readiness and toward optometry’s role were variable (Figure 3). Although the majority of learners felt their optometric education promoted an intercollaborative approach to patient care (65%; Q63), they also felt they needed additional training in IPC to feel more comfortable with it (79%; Q42). In addition, while learners expressed the patient benefit of an IPC team (Figure 1: 91%; Q19), most felt more comfortable working within optometry than collaborating with other health professionals (64%; Q45). However, they indicated that further expertise outside the optometry arena would increase their level of comfort (85%; Q52).
Slightly more than half of the learners felt other health professionals are highly motivated to work with optometrists (56%; Q55) but fewer than a quarter felt that other health professionals understand the role optometry has in patient care (20%; Q40 and 22%; 41). A large majority of the learners felt that an optometrist’s input on a patient’s well-being would be valuable to other health professionals (90%; Q35) and identified an interest in learning more about professional collaborations (77%; Q34).

Prior to IPC exposure: skills

Optometry learners were asked to evaluate how they currently practice IPC within their clinical education (Figure 4). Only a third of the learners admitted to consulting regularly...
y with other health practitioners (35%; Q66); however, most did feel an expectation to consider the entire patient history (physical, psychological, social) when making patient care decisions (93%; Q67). The majority of optometry learners felt optometrists listened to and
considered the opinions/views of other health professionals (78%; Q75) and felt the patient was included in management decisions (83%; Q70) and that this was a high priority (95%; Q71) for patient care.

Post-IPC exposure
A comparison of post-IPC exposure results between optometry learners and the IPC diabetes FHT can be seen in Figures 5 and 6 respectively. While the number of post-IPC responses was low, the FHT responses appeared to consider the intensity of collaboration with optometry more active than the optometry learners. Similarly, optometry learners did not always feel included within the IPC team (Figure 5; mutual acquaintanceship), while the FHT felt that all members contributed equally (Figure 6; mutual acquaintanceship). Survey results also revealed a positive shift in attitude from the optometry learners about communicating and engaging in interprofessional care with other members of the healthcare team. Overall, the majority of the optometry learners felt that the intensity of collaboration in the identified areas of IPC was developing, while the FHT members felt that the intensity of collaboration in those areas was already active between optometry and the team.

**Discussion**

Interprofessional collaboration is the process of individual health professionals working together to positively impact patient-centered care. In recent years, the literature has reported on the benefits of IPC as it continues to become increasingly prominent in primary health care. Interprofessional education in a clinical setting has also been shown to offer valuable learning opportunities and establish a greater understanding of IPC within each profession. IPE is necessary to help prepare learners from various professions to develop the competencies needed to work together and understand the individual skill set each profession carries. To date, there has been no literature on IPE within Canadian optometry, which remains one of the only health professions in Canada that does not (formally) include a component of IPE in the curriculum.
The literature documenting the benefit of IPC between optometry and ophthalmology is well-established.\textsuperscript{4,5} While this collaborative relationship is important for optimum eye care, optometry also has an important and expanding role in interprofessional collaboration with other primary care providers, such as family medicine, pharmacy, nursing, social work and nutrition, to improve interdisciplinary collaboration and patient-centered care in practice.\textsuperscript{1,14,17} To successfully establish this model of health care, it has been suggested that IPC should be included in each profession’s curriculum.\textsuperscript{18}

Before developing a model for IPE within the optometry curriculum, we wanted to evaluate final-year optometry learners’ knowledge, skills and attitudes toward optometry’s current role in IPC. To do so, we assessed the learners’ understanding of IPC via a questionnaire.\textsuperscript{16, 17} Overall, our findings were very positive toward the benefit of optometry in IPC. Optometry learners indicated they were interested in gaining knowledge about IPC and felt IPC was an important component in providing optimal patient care. However, the survey also identified barriers to implementing IPC, which were similar to those reported by other health professions.\textsuperscript{16,19} One of the identified barriers was the lack of understanding regarding the role that optometry would have in an IPC clinical setting. In addition, the survey found that learners had a level of discomfort in working and communicating with other healthcare practitioners. Results indicated a need to improve IPE in the optometry curriculum in order to foster a better understanding of optometry’s role in IPC and improve the comfort level of working with other healthcare practitioners. IPE ideally occurs within
collaborative practice settings where learners can be exposed to practical educational experiences. The creation of more IPC opportunities is therefore required between optometry and other health professionals.\(^1^4\)

Prior to this study, optometry had not been part of the diabetes management team, and no role had been established for optometrists at the time of participation. There was no set expectation on the optometry learner about the level of involvement because the purpose was to investigate the role of the learner within an IPC team.

A post-IPC survey was distributed evaluating the intensity of the collaboration between optometry and the other health professionals. Although the participation in this part of the investigation was low, our findings showed that the optometry learners’ felt there was either a developing or active level of collaboration in all areas surveyed. The evaluation of the experience showed that IPC with optometry could exist from the perspectives of the optometry learners and the FHT members. While the FHT members felt a high intensity of collaboration with optometry (Figure 6; information exchange), the optometry learners felt that the intensity was still developing (Figure 5; information exchange). This area of discrepancy should be further explored among the participants surveyed. Overall, the post-IPC survey results suggested a value for optometry being present in a FHT setting and that there is an ongoing need for optometry to part of a FHT to better develop and strengthen collaboration.

**Where to Go from Here: Culture Shift**

A primary care IPC team with optometry integration may be a valuable model for risk reduction of vision loss in high-risk individuals. We would like to further develop and evaluate this model. As part of this, we want to strengthen the IPE component in the optometry curriculum at the University of Waterloo. The literature supports that increased collaborative opportunities lead to increased understanding of optimal optometry integration.\(^6^,^9^,^1^0\) Other health professions need exposure to the scope of practice of optometry, as this will create a demand for optometry to be embedded within healthcare settings, e.g., primary care. We have continued to incorporate optometry into other IPC primary care clinics at CFFM, such as the mobility clinic for persons with severe physical challenges, the C5-75 clinic for patients older than 75 with frailty, and the Healthy Futures clinic, a clinic to ensure 3-year-olds are healthy. By providing optometry learners clinical training in these clinics, we are helping them build practice skills for use in similar environments after graduation. The integration fosters trust and acknowledgment of skills among all professions, including optometry.\(^1^4\)

The published literature supports collaborative efforts in health care and the positive impact they have on improving patient satisfaction, coordinated access to resources and reduction
of costs associated with redundant medical examinations and clinical errors.\textsuperscript{1,21} We believe that optometry working in a collaborative team effort will have the same positive effects by improving access to care for patients at high-risk for vision loss and reducing associated costs to the healthcare system by limiting unnecessary referrals to tertiary care providers (i.e., ophthalmology). By doing so, we hope to create a model where we can demonstrate that benefits exist from both the optometry and primary healthcare perspective. Further research is therefore needed to investigate how to improve the level of comfort between optometry learners and other health professionals.

**Limitations**

Although this was a demonstration project and the goal was to evaluate if the interprofessional collaboration of optometry in a family health team is beneficial in the optometry curriculum, there were a few limitations to the study. First, while this study was based on validated studies, a validated questionnaire was not used. Second, the small number of respondents to the post-IPC survey from among both the optometry learners and the FHT limited the conclusions that could be drawn. For future studies, a validated questionnaire should be used and repeated after participation in the collaborative clinic to determine whether there was an improvement in knowledge, skill and/or attitude.

**Conclusion**

There is a need for optometry to become embedded into interprofessional primary care, if the goal of optimal patient care is to be achieved. Optometry has seen recent gains in its scope of practice, allowing the profession to utilize all of its skills. The profession is best equipped in the primary healthcare system to manage primary vision care needs that go beyond prescribing glasses and involve the prevention and management of many eye conditions. IPC has been gaining recognition as a preferred model for primary healthcare delivery; however, Canadian optometry has not yet explored the potential role in this model. This qualitative investigation helps to recognize that there is a role for optometry in IPC acknowledged both by the optometry profession and the members of an IPC team. This study also demonstrates the need for optometry to include IPE in its curriculum to help cultivate the development of optometry-integrated IPC. We hope to further develop the preliminary models explored in this study to help better understand how interprofessional interventions in optometry affect patient care and outcomes.
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